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open email, a Yay Words! project, originated from a series 
of email exchanges including Melissa Allen, Aubrie Cox, and 
Lucas Stensland. All poems and quotes were taken from emails 
sent from February 21st to March 8th, 2012.

All poems are copyright their respective authors.



Introduction
This montage of poems, conversations, and quotes were drawn 
from approximately 300 emails exchanged among Melissa Allen, 
Lucas Stensland, and me over approximately two weeks. In those 
emails, which were sent at all hours of the day (all time stamps are 
in US Eastern Time), we didn’t worry about workshopping, or being 
grammatically correct. We just talked, and wrote.

This collection is not so much about the quality of the poems (some 
are obviously better than others; the three of us admit this, though 
we also like to think there’s a few decent ones), but the chemistry and 
energy in spur of the moment call-and-response. 

I have tried to keep the poems in the order they were posted; in some 
cases a poem was written belatedly in response to an earlier thread, 
and made more sense when moved. First names are used because of 
the personal and playful nature of the conversations.

Aubrie Cox
26 March, 2012





insomnia



Lucas initially emailed Melissa and me to give us props for our junicho 
(a form of linked verse) in the most recent issue of Frogpond (which I 
had not yet received). Suffering from insomnia, the three of us carried 
on a three-way email conversation long into the morning hours about 
a whole lot of nothing and the general public’s perceptions of haiku, all 
the while providing almost poetic commentary for one another.



Lucas: “Who are we?”

Mel: “Us.”

Aub: “The Egg Men.”

Lucas: “Mind. Blown.”

Feb. 21st, 11:52 PM



I am the walrus
never my own skin
the sun sets
in the bottom
of the coke bottle

Aubrie & Lucas



Lucas: “I ate Saltine for a snack today. Am I 70?”

Mel: “Wow. Can’t take my eyes off you guys for a second.”

Lucas: “I meant ‘saltines’! OMG!!”

Lucas: “Aubrie started it.”

Aub: “Lucas is wasting away, eating singular saltines.”

Aub: “Did not.”

Feb. 22nd, 12:06 AM



saltines skin like a walrus

Melissa



Lucas: “I want my tombstone to say either ‘I’m with stupid’ 
or ‘Lucas wasted away, eating singular satlines.’ 
Both followed by ‘1976-2146.’”

Feb. 22nd, 12:09 AM

a typo
on his tombstone—
autumn equinox

Aubrie



Feb. 22nd, 12:11 AM

Mel: “I keep trying to ‘like’ this email. I couldn’t find the 
button.”



two strangers
holding eye contact
the “like” button

Lucas



the nursing home
clock stops—
a single saltine
sitting in the middle
of the snack plate

Aubrie

Lucas: “Great! Btw, this is why they don’t 
call you Cheerful Aubs around campus.”

Aub: “I put the fun in funeral.”

Lucas: “I told an ex-girlfriend once that 
she put the toxic in intoxicating.”

Feb. 22nd, 12:17 AM



Lucas: “I should sleep too. With a young Goldie Hawn. Va-va-
voom! (I think I am 70.)”

Aub: “Only people who are in their 70s still use ‘Va-va-voom.’”

Feb. 22nd, 12:21 AM

old haijin trips
on 17 syllables—
a haiku is not a haiku is not a haiku

Aubrie



Lucas: “Do you guys ever look at a menu on a wall or some 
design and see the lines are s/l/s or s/l/s/l/l and 
think traditional haiku and tanka?”

Mel: “I think that’s just you, Lucas.”

Feb. 22nd, 12:29 AM



always explaining
that five-seven-five doesn’t 
live here no more

Lucas

always hai—
summer daze

Aubrie



Mel: “The other day someone posted a comic strip on my 
Facebook wall that had a haiku in it. My son got 
annoyed because it was 5-7-5. My job here is done.”

Feb. 22nd, 12:34 AM

like a walrus, be-
ing touched for the very first
time - that’s what she said

Melissa



three aspirin
one for each poet
winter mist

Lucas

not enough pills
to cure a poet—
moonstruck

Aubrie



empty email
only everything
that’s been said

Aubrie



Lucas: “Do you like that signature? Too formal? How about 
this one?

I’d tap that,
Lucas” 

Feb. 22nd, 12:48 AM





a little less conversation
(and a lot more poetry)



The next morning, I prodded Melissa and Lucas, wondering “aloud” 
how long we could keep this going . . .

After a impromptu morning session of primarily call and response 
poems, conversation continued through the rest of the day.



Feb. 22nd, 11:40 AM

Lucas: “Do you sleep?”

Aub: “When it’s convenient.”



sleepwalking
on the roadside
winter fog

Lucas

burned-off fog
the sleep
she never gets

Melissa



email
open all night
winter birdsong

Melissa

woodpecker
taps away;
the blinking cursor

Aubrie



spinning hard drive
snow changes
to rain

Melissa

empty nest—
my motherboard
crashes

Aubrie



thin blanket
the snow says
it’s not staying long

Lucas



bus stop
syncing my iPod
to the rain

Melissa

deleting her
from my iTunes
winter thaw

Lucas



getting dressed
can’t hear your name
over birdsong

Melissa

morning shadows
on the buddha’s face—
what to-do list?

Aubrie



(During the course of the email exchanges I had not received Modern 
Haiku or Frogpond, unlike everyone else including Melissa and 
Lucas. It quickly became a source of “inspiration.”)

snowed in
another visit
from the mail gods

Melissa

tithing in stamps
she prays
to the mail gods

Aubrie



puddles
retribution
from the mail gods

Melissa

rain or shine
the mail gods
deliver

Aubrie



buying love
his wife must be 
an alcoholic

Lucas

morning rain
marriage vows printed
on the back
of the receipt
for his wife

Aubrie 



picking out
a drunk poet
in a stack
of drunk poets—
hay moon

Aubrie

Feb. 22nd, 10:07 PM

Melissa Allen likes this.





winter rain 



At one point in the conversation, Lucas disappeared to go to work; he 
came back to our complaints about noisy neighbors, and senryu with 
heavy innuendo. All he had to say was: “Was away last night and at 
work today. This was very funny, and I have no way to get caught up 
with you guys.”

One of the running jokes was that we could include rain or the moon 
in a poem and it would work without fail.



watching them
drive away without him
winter rain

Lucas

winter rain streaks
the streetlights
from the overpass
my hometown
looks so small

Aubrie

(in response to a dream I had)



Lucas: “I love the tanka. Isn’t it funny how complex your 
dream was and how in reality it only lasted a few 
seconds? All that narrative and backstory surged 
through your head. Btw, quit taking speed before 
bedtime.”

Feb. 23rd, 4:23 PM



Ash Wednesday
I no longer know
the way home

Aubrie

Ash Thursday
stoned again
because he’s gone

Lucas



needing stamps
to say goodbye
winter rain

Lucas 

he eats a bagel
with cream cheese
hunger moon

Aubrie & Lucas



we had
the same joke
summer rain

Lucas & Melissa

haiku hung
out to dry—
summer rain

Aubrie



needing to use
the men’s room
winter rain

Lucas
glancing 
one urinal over
buck moon

Aubrie

actually gonna use
the bathroom stall
#2 moon

Lucas



false spring
the cost
of stamps
the cost
of finding you

Aubrie
a long winter
with no mail
trying to find stamps
to appease
the mail gods

Melissa



Feb. 24th, 7:36 PM

Aub: “I don’t know what I did to piss off the mail gods. Still 
nothing.”

Mel: “Actually, the entire haiku community has been 
talking about you behind your back. We’ve decided to 
cut you off.”



faded picture book
twilight ebbs
into the back stacks

Aubrie

family album
my eldest sister
disappears again

Lucas



brother’s draft papers
polaroid peels
at the edges

Aubrie



afterthoughts



At this point, we knew that we wanted to put a collection together 
of our correspondence for Yay Words! Much of the conversation 
revolved around what the collection should be, what to leave in and 
take out, and how we should present it. 



Lucas: “This is cool, and by cool I mean by haiku 
standards.”

March 3rd, 2:33 PM



all names
have been changed—
butterfly

Melissa

chipped sugar bowl
this story is
purely fiction

Aubrie



lying
through my teeth
sugar cube

Melissa



Lucas: “Don’t you hate getting journals in the mail that 
rejected your work? The entire thing, sitting on my 
coffee table, looks superior to me. Like it’s mocking 
me. ‘Everything inside me is better than you.’”

March 3rd, 2:58 PM



a parent’s
favorite child is their
least successful
all my rejected poems
I can’t bring myself to delete

Lucas



Lucas: “Yeah, I don’t like explaining poems. Why not just 
write explanations and skip the poetry?”

March 3rd, 3:07 PM



her explanation
longer than the story
winter rain

Aubrie 

no way to explain winter rain

Melissa



winter rain
the truth leaks
into her story

Aubrie

burned-off fog
he explains the poem
written by another

Lucas



the truth leaks
from her story
winter drain

Lucas

a poem drained
of meaning
winter fog

Melissa



rejected
before I say a word
rain, all the time

Lucas



Internet date
with a Beatles fan
she is the walrus

Lucas

for the benefit
of Mr. Kite—
clear skies

Aubrie



Mel: “It kind of feels like a vaudeville act. Not that there’s 
anything wrong with that.”

Lucas: “Take my ku, please!”

March 8th, 9:18 AM



Biographies
Melissa Allen

Melissa Allen lives in Madison, 
Wisconsin. If you send her email, 
she’ll send you some back, but 
it may not make a whole lot of 
sense. Her haiku blog is called 
Red Dragonfly:
<haikuproject.wordpress.com> 

She is committed to posting 
frequently about rain.



Aubrie Cox 

Academic by day and ninja haiku 
poet by night, Aubrie is a native 
to the Midwest and currently 
lives in Muncie, Indiana. 

She has a copy of InDesign and 
is not afraid to use it. Oh, and she 
has a blog. You should check it 
out: <yaywords.wordpress.com>



Lucas Stensland

Lucas Stensland is a jack-of-all-
trades, you know, he writes all 
kinds of short poetry. He’s lived in 
San Francisco, Los Angeles and 
Minneapolis — and currently waxes 
poetic in Winter Rain, New York. 

He co-authored my favorite thing 
(bottle rockets press), which was 
shortlisted for the Touchstone 
Distinguished Book Award not 
because it’s not not awesome.



http://yaywords.wordpress.com


